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The Gold Coast Light Rail, G:link, demonstrated both unprecedented cooperaon of three
levels of government and greater coordinaon between transport modes. The introducon
of light rail to the Gold Coast facilitated the redesign of the bus network ensuring
cooperaon between modes of transport and a seamless experience for passengers. There
are now more bus services with extended hours and increased frequency. Keolis Downer’s
experse has also been applied to the interchange points. The Broadbeach South light rail
and bus interchange is an example of what can be achieved when mulmodal outcomes are
well planned.
In Melbourne a similar posive outcome has been delivered by Keolis Downer with a
combined tram and bus platform stop recently created outside Crown Entertainment
Complex in Clarendon Street, Southbank. This is the only place on the network where buses
and trams set down passengers at the same stop infrastructure. It is a small example of
thinking in a mulmodal manner which has brought about a beer customer outcome and
maximizes the user of a refurbished transport asset.
We can imagine a future where the changes to transport proposed for Newcastle present a
great opportunity to make the ‘last mile’ memorable for the right reasons.
The entrepreneurial Keolis Downer team in South Australia has adapted taxi ﬂeet technology
to create Dial-a-Ride, an on-call bus service for people in Victor Harbour, Murray Bridge,
Gawler and the Barossa. These commercial services enhance both customer outcomes and
the boom line by using vehicles when they are not needed elsewhere and ensures people
can remain connected. Similarly, In Quimper (Briany, France), taxis are chartered to replace
buses after 10 pm, as the laer are scarcely used.
The massive current and planned investment in transport
infrastructure in Australia will no doubt deliver some
world class transport assets. To ensure that such quality
infrastructure is fully ulised we must collecvely focus on
the interchange arrangements, customer informaon and
harmonisaon of metables between mulple transport
modes.

Keolis Downer
is Australia’s
Mulmodal
Transport
Leader

Keolis is the world’s
pre-eminent
operator of
mulmodal transport
networks

Around the world no other operator has as much proven
experience in:

•
•
•
•

Integrated network design
Managing mulmodal contracts
Creang and managing intermodal hubs and interchanges
Delivery of the ‘last mile’ soluon on behalf of the PTA or local government.

Contact details:
Peter Colacino
Ph: +61 2 8703 4068
E: peter.colacino@keolisdowner.com.au
W: www.keolisdowner.com.au
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Introducon

Mulmodality is the very essence of Keolis Downer
because of our experience across a variety of transport
modes and the customer experience across a door-todoor journey.

Keolis Downer has developed

Keolis operates metro, heavy rail, light rail, bus rapid
transit and bus but also manages non-tradional public
transport such as bikes, car sharing and parking. Keolis
Downer’s focus is not just the delivery of a parcular
mode; it is the door-to-door transport journey that
maers most. Amongst many other elements, the
journey comprises planning to travel, the informaon
available, the individual trip on a vehicle, the stop
infrastructure and locaon, the change of mode at
an interchange, the me taken, the overall level of
customer service, the value of the fare and the level of
personal safety.

of intermodal transport:

a deep understanding of the

The Role of the
Interchange

four fundamental aspects
infrastructure, interchange,

The ulmate goal for a great public transport network is to honour the users and ensure
their ﬁrst choice is to catch public transport due to its superior convenience, accessibility,
connectedness, informaon and ulmately, experience.

passenger informaon and
harmonisaon of metables

Another key factor is not just the physical interchange but the design of the network. Where a
network approach is adopted and mulmodality and interchange are key posive factors, the
enre stable of transport assets, ie: the vehicles and services, can be employed in an eﬀicient
manner. No longer do we need to see buses as duplicang trains but instead buses are providing
a true feeder service into the rail network.

between the various
transport modes.

A speciﬁc challenge in the Australian context is the governance of public transport and the
roles played by PTAs, operators and local councils. Ensuring greater cooperaon between public
and private stakeholders across the enre door-to-door transport network is crical. A tradion
of misalignment between road, rail and acve transport must be overcome in order to ensure
a producve and liveable city.The promoon of scale in local government can help to ensure
councils can play an acve and posive role in the transport task.There are no municipalies in
the world with a larger physical region to manage than Brisbane City Council, for example. The
beneﬁts for public transport customers are clear with Brisbane City Council’s scale allowing it
to provide bus and ferry servicing and coinvest in major projects.

This focus on the total journey is driven by the way the customer sees their journey. They don’t
tend to think about what operator and what mode; they remember whether their last journey
left a posive impression or not. At Keolis Downer, we are mode agnosc and customer-centric.

PLAN
a journey

Delivering
a Seamless
Door-to-Door
Journey

ACCESS
to the
staon

WAIT
for the
train

High quality interchanges can become desnaons in themselves due to their amenity and
their ulity. It becomes a natural hub for people to meet. Interchanges can oﬀer the services
people need, be they transport, retail or social, creang desnaons in their own right. Most
‘desnaon’ interchanges have managers speciﬁcally employed to ensure the locaon is
aracve and safe for travellers and the community and there are incenves for operators to
work together to deliver mulmodal outcomes.

TRAVEL
on board

INTERCHANGE
OR EXIT
to ﬁnal desnaon

SUBMIT
feedback

The ‘last mile’ is often the place where the poorest outcomes are achieved. This is where the
PTA and the operator end their responsibility and the councils get involved. Examples include
poor lighng beyond the boundaries of a staon, poor signage or graﬀi near the bus stop.
Even if the actual public transport journey has been posive, the last impression is not posive.
These problems can be overcome but we need to embrace new governance models to ensure
that the last mile of the journey is factored in and the responsible pares are idenﬁed.

Thinking about the journey from the perspecve of a customer is leading to a revoluon in the
way public transport is delivered. The previous model was engineering led, now decisions are
being made to suit the customer and mulmodal journeys are an outcome of that change.
The overriding factor now is to maximise the choice for the customers. Choice acknowledges
that circumstances change. Ninety percent of customers change their travel habits every
three days and on average catch 1.7 modes of transport. This change is driven by customer
circumstances: some days a customer is prepared to spend an hour on a slower journey and
avoid a change of mode; other days they value speed above comfort and will be prepared
to stand in a crowd so long as they arrive on me. Other days the highest need is perceived
personal control and that day a car journey is preferred. In this case the ease and value of a good
parking experience is paramount. Because customers change their paerns so too must the
operators cater for this new paradigm.
To encourage greater interchange between modes (which is a beer use of government
resources), in addion to catering for changes each day, operators must meet new customer
demands for: quality informaon at interchanges; phone chargers in seats; Wi-Fi access; and
where possible, a carbon-conscious form of travel. A safe and punctual bus is no longer enough
when we are compeng with the digitally enabled sharing economy. Similaly, the best physical
infrastructure no longer suﬀices if the ‘softer’ elements are not delivered well.
When a system is truly mulmodal / modally agnosc it is more eﬀicient for the operator and
the government agency to run because services can be beer matched to demand. For example,
instead of running near-empty full-size buses you can use smaller buses or even taxis (and
reallocate the larger buses to where they serve the greatest need). As long as the experience is
posive, customers can be encouraged to walk a lile further to the train staon where there is
a greater capacity and a speedier service (rather than relying on a slower bus).
Overseas Keolis has proven that patronage increases when good mulmodal outcomes are
delivered, e.g. in Orleans-Val De Loire. In the words of the President of the Orleans community,
Charles-Eric Lemaignen, ‘Since 2012, our work with Keolis has helped us opmise our transport
network. For example, we have completely reorganised bus routes to make them more
complementary with the second tramway line. In the space of a year, this new arrangement has
led to an increase in passenger numbers from 26 million to 30 million. In 2014 we also set up
a joint programme to ﬁght fare evasion, supported by an adversing campaign and intensiﬁed
cket controls. These iniaves have signiﬁcantly opmised the eﬀiciency of our network.”

Where does
Keolis Downer
deliver this
capability?

Keolis is responsible for the enre mulmodal outcomes
at 13 major French cies, where the operator has deeper
responsibility and incenves to ensure mulmodal outcomes.
This is due to a diﬀerent governance structure where many
of the funcons performed by public transport authories in
Australia are the responsibility of the operator, eg: ckeng,
interchange management and network design.

Keolis is responsible for
the enre mulmodal
network at 13 cies
around the world

This model promotes ﬂexibility in delivering for the customer with the operator controlling
the full suite of assets, eg: the operator has the buses to replace the trams in the event of
a network issue. This alows maximum ﬂexibility to put the customer ﬁrst and ensure full
accountability with one operator to return normal service levels.
In Bordeaux, France, mulmodality is simply a way of life for Keolis, as the network manager
and the 120+ million annual passengers. Enhanced mulmodal outcomes have been achieved
via a revised bus network with its beer connecons to the trams, enhanced frequencies and
extended hours of service. Keolis also launched VCub, a bicycle share scheme and Batcub, a
river shule. The focus on improving interchanges, which is a key issue for passengers resulted
in 12 Bordeaux interchange points being improved. The outcome of these and other iniaves is
a 20 percent increase in service kilometres, parcularly in the oﬀ peak, evenings and weekends
which reﬂects the changing lifestyles of our passengers. Patronage is up by 40 percent since
2009 and revenue is up more than 50 percent.
The introducon of light rail in Dijon alongside an improved overall
network saw a 30 percent increase in four years while in Orleans
the improved network design helped push patronage up by 15% in
a single year. This is the best evidence that network changes driven
by customer demand drive healthy increases in usage which in turn
reduces congeson and enhances liveability.

The average
journey to work
uses 1.7 modes
of transport
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